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Abstract

We present a simple closed-form expression for the reflectivity horn a multilayer which includes the effects
of absorption, refraction, surface and substrate reflections but neglects dynamical effects. This expression
reproduces the exact dynamical calculation except for the regions near the critical angle and for intense Bragg
reflections.
The expression is generalized to include cumulative interface roughness which follows a t”*
power-law growth.
X-ray reflectivity is commonly used to study the interface structure and morphology of metallic superlattices.( l-7) The specular reflectivity is a measure of the average electron density profile of the superlattice
and in principle can be used to determine the interdiffusion and average roughness of the interfaces. The most
common approach to calculate the low angle profile is the recursive application of optical theories where the
layers are assumed to be continuous media of constant electron density. (I-3) These theories are equivalent
to dynamical calculations and include effects of multiple scattering, absorption, refraction, and surface and
substrate reflections. (8) Although it is straight forward to calculate the reflectivity using this technique, the
calculations are time consuming when the superlattice contains a large number of layers. In this paper, we
present a simple closed-form expression for the reflectivity of a superlattice which includes the effects of
absorption, refraction, and substrate reflections but neglects dynamical effects. The expression is then generalized to include cumulative interface roughness which follows a t’” power-law growth.
The kinematic calculation of the x-ray reflectivity from a general A/B superlattice is shown schematically
in Fig. 1. The reflectivityof the superlattice is given by summin g the reflectivity from each interface ignoring
multiple reflections. The surface and substrate reflectivities are given by r, and r&, and the A-on-B and B-onA reflectivities are given by r, and reA respectively. Each layer is characterized by a thickness t and index
of refraction n given by: (1)

n=l-
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2x
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of kinematic scattering from a superlattice.

where r-,=2.8 18x10~” cm is the classical electron radius, p, is the atomic density, f, is the atomic scattering
power, h, is the x-ray wavelength, and Af’ and Af” are the anomalous dispersion corrections for the atomic
scattering factor. Because the index of retraction is slightly less than one, the position of the *action
peaks
will be shifted Corn the expected Bragg position. The amount of this shift can be directly related to the average index of retraction of the superlattice. (8) The absorption coefficient of the material is proportional to the
imaginary component of n. The Fresnel reflectivity from a perfect A-on-B interface is proportional to the difference in electron density of the two materials and is given for s-polarized x-rays by: (1)

r=

gA

-

gB

where

(2)

gA + gB

For g, < g,, the reflectivity is negative which implies a x phase shift of the x-rays upon reflection. The true
specular reflectivity will be reduced fi-om the presence of interdiffusion or roughness at the interface. If the
average electron density of the interface after lateral averaging can be approximated as an error function with
an average width a, the reflectivity for the A-on-B and B-on-A interfaces are given by: (4)

rAB =

gA gA

gB

g,
exp

-

g,
exp

BA =

+ gB

gB

(3)

+ gA

where q=4xsinOlh, and (I~ and oBAcorrespond to the interface width of the A-on-B and B-on-A interfaces
respectively.
The Fresnel reflectivity is reduced by an effective or ‘static’ Debye-Walk
term when the
interlace protile is an error function. The damping expression for other types of interface profiles are reported
by Stearns. (5) In this paper, we will assume all interface profiles can be described by an error function.
The kinematic reflectivity of the superlattice shown in Fig. 1 is simple given by:
r = rs + (1 -

i#)2[rMq

(- kB)

+ $Aexp

(-i

(‘PA + pn))
(4)
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where i, = lrJ* is the intensity lost horn the surface reflection. Similar equations have been presented by a
number of authors. (43) The (1 -i,)’ term accounts for the loss on intensity f?orn reflections from the surface
as the beam enters and leaves the superlattice. This correction is needed near the critical angle when the
surface reflectivity is hi& We have ignored, for simplicity, the loss of intensity resulting fi-om the subsequent
interfaces, however this can be easily incorporated within equation (4). (Pi and (pBdetermines the resulting
phase shifts by passing through layers A and B and is given as (Pi = 4xg, ta I I, and (pB= 4%g, tg/A,.( 1)
Because g, and g, contain both the real and imaginary components of the index of refraction, the effects of
absorption and refraction are included in Eq. (4). With the definitions:
a = (1 -

i,>z eV (- icpg)(Q#

a’ = (1 -

Q2 exp (-@Q&r&j

*

= eV(-MQ

+ ‘mexp (- icp, ))
+ ‘&exp

(-QJ,))

(3

+ arlpNml

(6)

+ cp,))

Eq. (4) simplifies to:
r

=

rr

+

a

+

a@ + aa

+ . . . + aONe

In Eq. (6), a is the reflectivity of a single bilayer and @ is the phase shift acquired passing through a bilayer.
Since Eq. (6) is a power series in a’, the final intensity can be written as:
I =

lr12 = rs + a

&N-l
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4
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2
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Figure 2. Model calculatiom ofa [Ni(lS&W(20&],,
superlattice where the interface roughness parameters o,=o,=o,=o~=2.k
The
circles are the 111 dynamical calculation described in Ref. 3 and the solid line is the kinematic approximation given by Eq. (7). Shown
in the inset is an expanded view near the critical angle.
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Eq. (7) is a simple closed-form expression for the reflectivity which does not require summing over the
number of interfaces required for most formulations of this problem.(l-9)
In Fig. (2) we show a direct
comparison of Eq. (7) to the standard dynamical formalism for the calculation of a wi( 15A)/W(20A)],,
superlattice. Eq. (7) reproduces the exact calculation with only a slight discrepancy near the critical angle.
Eq. (7) is easily generalized to unit cells with an arbitrary number of layers.
Eq. (7), in general, does not accurately reproduce the exact calculation when dynamical effects have a
sign&ant contribution. This occurs close to the critical angle and when a Bragg reflection has a reflectivity
larger than about 10%. In Fig. (2) the first Bragg peak has a reflectivity of 12.0% in the exact calculation and
12.6% in the present kinematic model. As the reflectivity of the Bragg peak increases, the discrepancies
increase, with Eq. (7) overestimating the reflected intensity. The inset in Fig. (2) shows that the discrepancy
is larger near the critical angle. If material B has a higher electron density than material A, the critical angle
in Eq. (7) will be at a higher angle than the exact calculation and corresponds to the expected position for a
single film of material B. This is shown in the inset of Fig. (2). If material B has a lower electron density than
A, a dip in the reflectivity cccurs at the expected critical angle of the lighter material and the reflectivity again
drops at the critical angle of the heavier material.
Eq. (7) is derived under the assumption that each bilayer is reproduced exactly. The validity of this
assumption depends on the growth process and the constituent materials of the superlattice. In many cases,
the roughness which is intrinsic to the growth of a layer will add cumulatively to the roughness of the previous
layers. In this case, the roughness of the interfaces will increase as the superlattice thickness increases. An
example of this type of roughness was shown by transmission electron microscopy and x-ray diffraction for
sputtered Nb/Si superlattices. (10) In this example, the amount of cumulative roughness depends strongly on
the sputtering gas pressure during growth. In many cases, surface roughness of thin films has been found, both
theoretically and experimentally, to scale as a power law in the film thickness tP where p depends on the dynamics of the growth process. (1 I- 13) In superlattices, this type of roughness has, in general, been modeled
as cumulative fluctuations in the layer thickness (14- 19) or increases in the interface width with increased
superlattice thickness. (19) For the low-angle specular reflectivity, these two approaches are equivalent if the
scattering amplitude (as opposed to intensity) is averaged over fluctuations in the layer thicknesses. This approach is appropriate for the true specular reflectivity which exhibits long-range lateral coherence. The
specular reflectivity is measured experimentally by subtracting the diffuse contribution from the measured
spectrum. (4) In the above formalism it is straight forward to include a power law growth of the interface
roughness with S=O.5. Such a model was successfully used to fit the reflectivity of Nb/Si multilayers sputtered
at various Ar pressures. (19) Within this approximation, the roughness of the A-on-B and B-on-A interfaces
in the jth bilayer of the superlattice can be written:
2
aaj=

2
(JAB +ja,

2

2
‘BAj

d

where o, is the additional cumulative roughness per bilayer. For this definition of the interface roughness Eq.
(6) becomes:
r = r# + aexp(-NqQ2)

+ a@exp(-(N-

. . . + ac9N-2exp (- 2q%;l2)

l)q%E/2)

+ .‘~~-lexp

+

(- q%;l2)

In Eq. (9) we have assumed that the surface roughness has the same a, contribution
(7) is only slightly modified as follows:
1 - @f-l
+

I-

cp,

a’@,

N-l

2

(9)

as the top bilayer. Eq.

(10)
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Figure 3. Model calculations for tbe same ~i(lS&W(20.&)],,
superlattice described in Fig. 2 with additional cumulative roughness as
desxibedby Eq. (8). (a) Interface roughness o as a function ofthe number of bilayers for (I, = 0.0,0.5, 1.0 and 2.0k (b) Calculated
low-angle spe&a for inte&ce roughness distributions show in (a). The spectra are offset by two decades for clarity and the top spectra
corresponds to a, = O.OA and bottom spectra to o, = 2.0k

where
9,

= exp (-i

(cp, + (PB) + 420z/2)

(11)

A trn scaling of the roughness is expected for cumulative layer thickness fluctuations if they are distributed in
a Gaussian fashion. (19) To calculate the intensity for a more general scaling behavior requires calculating
the complete summation, Eq. (9), with the appropriate expression for the cumulative roughness contribution
with thickness.
Shown in Fig. (3) is the calculated spectra for superlattices with increasing values of a,. Fig. (3a) shows
the interface roughness per bilayer and Fig. (3b) shows the corresponding reflectivity spectra. As the cumulative roughness increases, the higher order Bragg peaks are reduced in intensity and broadened which is
characteristic of this type of roughness. ( 14- 19) The minima in the calculated spectra result from the W layer
which has a much higher electron density than the Ni layers. The minima are periodic with a period of 20A.
Similar minim a were observed in the experimental spectra from Pb/Ge superlattices. (20)
In conclusion, we have derived a simple, closed-form, kinematic expression for the reflectivity from a
multilayer which includes the effects of absorption, refraction, surface and substrate reflections. This expression reproduces the exact dynamical calculation with only minor discrepancies near the critical angle and for
intense Bragg reflections. The expression is then generalized to include cumulative interface roughness which
follows at’” power-law growth.
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